
MODEL: DWT-7285 

Toaster
User Manual

Before using your Toaster, please read this manual carefully and
keep it for future reference.

Read This Manual
Inside, you will find many helpful hints on how to use and maintain your Toaster properly. Just a little
preventive care on your part can save you a great deal of time and money over the life of your Toaster.
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Dear Customers,

reference for future use. If you handover 

Important information and useful 
hints about usage.

WARNING: Warnings for dangerous 
situations concerning the safety of 
life and property.

WARNING: Warning for hot 
surfaces.

Suitable for contact with food.

Do not immerse the appliance in 
water.

1. Bread slot
2. Start lever
3. Browning control
4. Reheat button
5. Defrost button
6. Stop button
7. Crumb tray
8. Housing

Technical data
Power supply:  220-240 V~, 50-60 Hz
Power:  720-850 W
Technical and design modifications reserved.

-

product. We hope that you get the best
results from your product which has
been manufactured with high quality and
state-of-the-art technology. Therefore,
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This chapter contains safety 
instructions that will help protect 
from risk of personal injury or material 
damage.
Failure to follow these instructions will 
void the granted warranty.

1.1 General safety
• This appliance complies with the 

international safety standards.
• This appliance can be used by 

children who are at the age of 
8 and above and by people who 
have reduced physical, perceptual 
or mental abilities or by people 
who are deficient in terms of 
experience and knowledge as long 
as they are supervised and given 
the instructions regarding the safe 
use of the appliance and dangers 
encountered. Children should not 
play with the appliance.

• Cleaning and maintenance should 
not be performed by children 
unless they are older than 8 years 
old and supervised.

• Keep the appliance and its power 
cable so that they are inaccessible 
by children under 8 years old.

• Do not use the appliance if the 
power cable or the appliance itself 
is damaged. Contact an authorised 
service.

• Your mains power supply should 
comply with the information 
supplied on the rating plate of the 
appliance.

• For additional protection, this 
appliance should be connected 
to a household residual current 
device with a rating of 30 mA 
maximum.

• Use the appliance with a grounded 
outlet only.

• Do not use the appliance with an 
extension cord.

• Prevent damage to the power 
cord by not squeezing, bending, 
or rubbing it on sharp edges.

• Do not touch the plug of the 
appliance with damp or wet hands.

• Do not unplug the appliance by 
pulling the power cable.

• Do not immerse the appliance or 
its cable in water.

• Do not leave the appliance 
unattended while it is plugged in.
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• Exterior surface gets hot while 
the appliance is in use. Do not 
touch hot surfaces to avoid risk of 
burning.

• Do not leave metal cooking 
utensils and items on cooking 
plates.

• Operate and store the appliance 
on a stable surface.

• Do not attempt to dismantle the 
appliance.

• Only use the original parts or 
parts recommended by the 
manufacturer.

• Unplug the appliance before 
cleaning and let it completely dry 
after cleaning.

• The appliance is not suitable for 
outdoor use.

• Food items can catch fire due to 
overheating. Do not allow the 
appliance to get in contact or be 
covered with flammable items 
such as curtains, fabric, wall 
panels and etc.

• Do not use the appliance in or near 
the areas where combustible or 
inflammable places and materials 
exist.

• Do not operate the appliance with 
an external timer or with another 
remote control system.

• If you keep the packaging 
materials, store them out of the 
reach of children.

• Allow the appliance to cool before 
storing it in a cupboard, on a shelf 
and etc.

• Do not put bread on any plastic 
part of the appliance.

• Since temperatures are perceived 
differently by different people, 
this device should be used with 
caution. Hold the appliance 
exclusively on surfaces intended 
to hold and use heat protection 
measures such as heat protection 
gloves or pot holders. Areas which 
are not intended to be touched 
must be given sufficient time to 
cool.

• The heated rolls can only be 
touched when the appliance has 
cooled down to room temperature.
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1.2 Compliance with the WEEE 
Directive and Disposing of the 
Waste Product: 
This product complies with EU WEEE Directive 
(2012/19/EU).  This product bears a classification 
symbol for waste electrical and electronic 
equipment (WEEE).

This product has been manufactured 
with high quality parts and materials 
which can be reused and are suitable 
for recycling. Do not dispose of the 
waste product with normal domestic 

and other wastes at the end of its service life. Take 
it to the collection center for the recycling of 
electrical and electronic equipment. Please 
consult your local authorities to learn about these 
collection centers.

1.3 Compliance with RoHS 
Directive
The product you have purchased complies with EU 
RoHS Directive (2011/65/EU). It does not contain 
harmful and prohibited materials specified in the 
Directive.

1.4 Package information
Packaging materials of the product are 
manufactured from recyclable 
materials in accordance with our 
National Environment Regulations. Do 

not dispose of the packaging materials together 
with the domestic or other wastes. Take them to 
the packaging material collection points 
designated by the local authorities.
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2 Operation

When using the appliance for the 
first time, smoke can develop due 
to production residues. However, 
this does not mean the appliance 
is defective. The first time you 
switch it on use the appliance as you 
normally would but without bread. It 
is recommended to use the medium 
setting of the browning control (3). 
Ensure for proper room ventilation.

Pushing 1 from the browning control 
(3) will give the lightest degree of 
browning and pushing 7 the darkest.

The browning degree can vary 
depending on the type of bread.

When toasting several slices of 
bread consecutively, the toaster will 
become hotter and therefore the 
bread will gradually become darker. 
Therefore select an appropriate 
browning degree. 
The browing degree of one slice is 
darker than two slices, although 
the browning control (3)is set to the 
same level.

If the power plug is not connected 
to the wall socket, the start lever (2)
does not snap into place.

The degree of browning can also be 
adjusted during the toasting process 
with the browning control (3).

To cancel the toasting process 
before it has finished, press the 
stop button (6). The start lever (2) 
springs back up and the toast slices 
can be taken out of the toaster.

After the start lever (2) springs 
back up, you can use the high-lift 
function by pushing the start lever 
(2) upwards.

WARNING: Be very careful when 
taking the toast slices out of the 
toaster as the metal parts of the 
toaster and also the bread can 
become very hot.
If toast slices get stuck in the 
toaster, switch the toaster off 
immediately by pressing the stop 
button (6). Pull the power plug out 
of the wall socket. Let the toaster 
cool down completely. Carefully try 
to take the bread out of the toaster 
without damaging the sensitive 
heating elements and other parts. 
Do not use any electroconductive 
objects to remove the bread from 
the toaster.

When the defrost button (5) is 
pressed, the toasting process takes 
longer than with normal toasting.

To cancel the toasting process 
before it has finished, press the 
stop button (6). The start lever (2) 
springs back up and the toast slices 
can be taken out of the toaster.

After the start lever (2) springs back 
up, you can use high-lift function by 
pushing the start lever (2) upwards.

WARNING: Be very careful when 
taking the toast slices out of the 
toaster as the metal parts of the 
toaster and also the bread can 
become very hot.
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2 

To cancel the toasting process 
before it has finished, press the 
stop button (6). The start lever (2) 
springs back up and the toast slices 
can be taken out of the toaster.

After the start lever (2) springs back 
up, you can use high-lift function by 
pushing the start lever (2) upwards.

Be very careful when taking the 
toast slices out of the toaster as the 
metal parts of the toaster and also 
the bread can become very hot.
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3 

3.1 Cleaning and care

WARNING: Never use petrol 
solvents, abrasive cleaners, metal 
objects or hard brushes to clean the 
appliance.
WARNING: Never put the appliance 
or power cord in water or any other 
liquids.
Before using the appliance after 
cleaning, dry all parts carefully using 
a soft towel.

3.2 Storage
If you do not plan to use the appliance for a long 
period of time, please store it carefully.
Make sure the appliance is unplugged, cooled 
down and completely dry.
Wrap the power cord around the cable coil on 
the bottom of the toaster.
Store the appliance in a cool, dry place.
Make sure the appliance is kept out of the reach 
of children.

3.3 Handling and 

 During handling and transportation, carry 
the appliance in its original packaging. The 
packaging of the appliance protects it against 
physical damages.

 Do not place heavy loads on the appliance or the 
packaging. The appliance may be damaged.

 Dropping the appliance will render it non-
operational or cause permanent damage.

Please see the cover page of the 
user manual for initial use, general 
use and cleaning sections.






